GLOSSARY

The entries listed in this appendix are terms as they are used in this training manual.

**ALL-UP ASSEMBLY**— A term used to designate a completely assembled ET mine.

**ASSEMBLY-LEVEL ITEM**— A component, consisting of one or more parts, which is designed to function as an end item in a mine assembly.

**MAINTENANCE**— The actions required to retain material in a serviceable condition or to restore it to a serviceable condition.

**MBOM (Mine Bill of Material)**— A computer-produced consolidated list for underwater-mine material.

**SPARES**— The assembly-level items maintained on site in excess of those installed in mine assemblies.

**SUBASSEMBLY**— A term used to designate an ET mine storage and shipping configuration.

**VISUAL INSPECTION**— The class-B testing of mine components by sight, test, or manipulation without the use of test instruments.
The entries listed in this appendix are abbreviations and acronyms as they are used in this training manual.

CG— Center of gravity

COMINEWARCOM— Commander, Mine Warfare Command

COMOMAG— Commander, Mobile Mine Assembly Group

CNO— Chief of Naval Operations

DST— destructor mine

ET— exercise and training

NCEA— non-combat expenditure allocation

OA— operational assembly

OCE— officer conducting the exercise

RAM— random-access memory

VEM— versatile exercise mine
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